Molecular Bureaucracy: Toxicological Information and Environmental Protection

Abstract

Legal and political claims about environmental chemicals typically address such substances on a molecule-by-molecule basis. This article argues that this approach is not determined solely by the nature of chemicals. Rather, it is the product of legal structures, administrative procedures, regulatory lists, information systems, and nomenclature conventions, which I collectively term “molecular bureaucracy.” This article traces the development of molecular bureaucracy, a global framework of environmental governance grounded in American regulatory infrastructure, and its political and environmental consequences. It does so by following the history of per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances, synthetic chemicals in widespread use since the 1950s whose toxicity has become a prominent subject of research and public concern since the late 1990s. Molecular bureaucracy originated in a classification system based on molecular identity developed to make chemical information
accessible to the late nineteenth-century synthetic chemicals industry. It came to structure environmental law and politics through, first, the efforts of 1960s US policy-makers to render toxic hazards subject to government control through computer-based information coordination and, second, a vision of chemical holism within the nascent US Environmental Protection Agency and the Toxic Substances Control Act, which sought to accommodate the global environment to rational administration by aggregating diverse toxic hazards and reframing them as abstract chemical substances. The history of molecular bureaucracy offers valuable insights for present-day efforts to ground toxic substances scholarship and politics in alternative conceptions of environmental chemicals.

**INTRODUCTION**

The limitations of regulations to control toxic environmental chemicals have turned out to be as persistent as these long-lived pollutants themselves. Numerous factors have constrained what can be known and what can be done about toxic chemicals within the regulatory regimes of the mid-twentieth through early twenty-first centuries: the protection of corporate confidentiality, the calculus of risks and benefits, regulatory capture, political culture, ongoing histories of colonization and discrimination, out-and-out deception, the circulation of toxic substances across political boundaries, and the challenges posed by long-term, low-dose, and/or intergenerational toxicity, among others. Material-, place-, and body-based histories show how environmental toxicants have defied the assumptions of regulatory models. Historians and social scientists have also documented how members of contaminated communities and scientist advocates have pressed alternative claims about which chemicals are toxic, what makes a chemical safe, and who should be held responsible for chemical safety and toxicity.¹

This article poses a complementary question that cuts across such histories of chemical toxicity: what kinds of things count as chemicals? On the one hand, chemicals are material substances situated in networks of biogeochemical, economic, and political relations. By this view, “chemicals are defined by their metamorphoses, that is, by their past or by their future,” as the pioneering organic chemist Charles Gerhardt wrote in 1850.² On the other hand, in the context of legal, regulatory, and political claims about environmental toxicity, chemicals are abstract molecules: networks of atoms and bonds, always and
everywhere the same, defined independently of their origins, effects, and fate. Molecular identity is usually taken as either a precise representation of nature—what chemicals really are—or as an artifact of the reductive lens of chemistry. Neither is quite correct. Though grounded in properties of matter and generalizations of chemists, molecular identity was purpose-built for bureaucratic purposes.

Since the 1960s, pathways for addressing the hazards of environmental chemicals have run through molecular bureaucracy: the global complex of legal structures, administrative procedures, regulatory lists, information systems, and nomenclature conventions that render toxic environments tractable to regulatory politics on a molecule-by-molecule basis. Within molecular bureaucracy, molecular identity is the defining feature of chemical substances; chemical substances are the agents of environmental toxicity; and environmental toxicity is to be controlled through coordinated information systems. Molecular bureaucracy takes environmental concerns tied to the phenomena spanning scales from the local and sensible (noxious smells; mysterious illnesses) to the global and statistical (worldwide hotspots of persistent pollutants) and channels them into universalizing claims about abstract, homogeneous molecules. Despite this disconnection—or, rather, because of it—molecular bureaucracy is a bulwark of environmental chemicals regulation. Molecular bureaucracy contributes to what science and technology studies (STS) scholar Michelle Murphy terms “regimes of perceptibility” and “domains of imperceptibility”; it enables regulators, scientists, and industry and environmental advocates to cut through the complexity of environmental toxicity to mobilize evidence associated with molecules and to efface evidence of other kinds. It supports well-intentioned, but stigmatizing “damage-centered,” research that reduces people and lands to chemical-by-chemical summations of harmful exposures. It engenders a persistent pattern of “chemical whack-a-mole,” in which chemicals of concern are replaced by substitutes that turn out to be no less hazardous. Abstractions matter. Molecular bureaucracy has material consequences.

Consider the per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFASs), chemicals used in Teflon manufacturing, waterproof and stainproof fabrics, food packaging, and firefighting foams. Since the late 1990s, community activism, citizen science, and litigation have brought considerable scientific and public attention to one such substance—perfluorooctanoic acid (PFOA). Manufacturers long suspected PFOA might be environmentally persistent and toxic, based on internal studies; however, limited disclosure requirements and strong corporate confidentiality protections in the US Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) enabled them to conceal these concerns. Journalists and social scientists aptly take PFOA toxicity as a case of regulatory weakness, corporate misconduct, and grassroots knowledge. But this is
not the end of the story. PFOA is the kind of object—a chemical substance of “a particular molecular identity”—that laws like TSCA address. In contrast, considered in terms of molecular identity, the PFASs comprise thousands of such chemicals, including chemicals introduced as substitutes for PFOA. The “intractable, potentially never-ending chemicals management issue” posed by PFASs is a product of their persistence within molecular bureaucracy as well as within bodies and environments.9

Drawing on historical and ethnographic studies of ontology and information infrastructures, this article complements historical scholarship on environmental toxicity focused on materials, places, and bodies. Contextual studies of ontology attend to how, even within a putatively universal domain like that of chemical substances, multiple different kinds of entities have constituted suitable subjects for scientific, legal, political, and cultural claims in different places, times, and communities of practice.10 Scholars of information infrastructure show how ways of dividing up the world are articulated within information technologies and bureaucracies. The entrenchment of categories obscures their contingency; “ontology, whatever else it is, is usually just forgotten infrastructure.”11 For example, nutrients (as the constituents of food) and pathogens (as the agents of agricultural blight) emerged alongside institutionalized regulatory and technoscientific interventions.12 In STS terminology, such ontologies and bureaucracies are co-produced. Nutrients and pathogens exist apart from classification practices, but they nonetheless limn, and are limned by, bureaucracy.13

Following this insight into the molecular world draws attention to the historicity of chemical interactions and identity. The historical agency of chemical substances lies not only in nanoscale chains of causation but also in the systems through which people have interpreted and propagated these effects.14 If the politics of environmental chemicals is a game of chess, and chemicals are the pieces, environmental laws the rules, and methods of toxicology and advocacy the strategies, then molecular bureaucracy is the game board. The pieces exist apart from the board, but the board structures how players make sense of the pieces.

This article follows the historical emergence of molecular bureaucracy from its origins in the research and development activities of the late nineteenth-century German synthetic chemicals industry, through efforts to render toxic hazards subject to government control in the 1960s United States, to its present-day political and environmental consequences. Thematically, I address three trends that came together—and conflicted—within molecular bureaucracy: first, molecular identity as an approach to managing information about chemicals; second, government information coordination initiatives that addressed toxic hazards via computer-based information
systems; and, third, a substance-by-substance chemical holism envisioned as a means of accommodating the global environment to rational administration. Outside of molecular bureaucracy and obscured by it, chemicals continued to exist otherwise. Recent scholarship addresses chemicals as residues of the past in the environmental present, vectors of power and responsibility, and constituents of physical, social, and political “metabolic flows,” echoing the chemist Gerhardt’s conviction that a chemical is defined by its past and future.¹⁵ The conclusion suggests how the history of molecular bureaucracy might inform efforts to ground the history and politics of toxicity in such alternative understandings of environmental chemicals.

CONSTRUCTING MOLECULAR IDENTITY

The catalogs, lists, and databases that provide access to information about the properties of chemicals nearly always organize this information on a substance-by-substance basis. These substances—the thousands or millions of entries enumerating the objects that any given chemical fact may be a fact about—are typically defined in terms of molecular identity: a specific set of atoms linked by a specific network of bonds. There are exceptions, as we will see. But, by default, information about chemicals comes attached to the molecular identities expressed in names like “perfluorooctanoic acid.”

These catalogs, lists, and databases are not just archives of scientific knowledge. Like laboratories and the field, these archives are sites where data is gathered for further analysis, for administering laws, and for justifying political claims. The way an information resource itemizes the basic units of a scientific domain shapes what can be done with the data it contains; recognizing this, their creators tended to design them with specific purposes in mind. Reused for other purposes or in other domains, they carry with them the capacities for which they were originally designed.¹⁶ This is a well-documented feature of environmental sciences such as paleontology, climatology, and biological systematics.¹⁷ It is true of chemistry as well. The authoritative reference works of the chemical sciences were created at the turn of the twentieth century to support the growth of the synthetic chemicals industry by promoting the development of new chemical products. Taken up as tools for other purposes, including documenting and controlling the toxicity of chemical products, they carried with them the propensity to enable the proliferation of new chemical substances and new uses of known ones. As the historian Hannah Landecker observes, twentieth-century chemical technologies ushered society into “a strange time of controlling prior modes
of control.” The enumeration of chemicals according to molecular identity is part of the reason why.

When it was first introduced in the late nineteenth century, this fixed conception of the individuality of chemical substances went against the grain. Then, as now, chemistry was characterized by its multiplicity. Chemists treated diagrams and mental images of molecules not as depictions of nano-scale reality but, rather, as “paper tools” and imaginative resources. The value of molecular thinking lay in its capacity to organize empirical relationships while bridging different research programs, theories of matter, and scales of chemical identity. Yet, when a group of distinguished chemists gathered in Geneva in 1892 to devise international standards for naming chemicals, they came up with an algorithmic method for transforming abstract patterns of atomic interconnections into fixed, structure-based systematic chemical names. From the start, commentators pointed out that this idea of molecular identity was impoverished at best, often frankly misleading, and lacked the flexibility that was so useful in teaching, developing theories, and conducting experiments. That was the point. Systematic names and the conception of molecular identity they embodied were not designed for teaching, theory, or experimentation but, instead, to put lists of tens of thousands of chemical substances into a chemically meaningful alphabetical order, making it possible to compile and search long lists of chemicals efficiently and reliably.

For the emerging synthetic chemicals industry, this was a decisive advantage. Coal tar, a waste product of municipal gas production, had become a proven source of lucrative new synthetic dyes; dye-manufacturing by-products were themselves beginning to yield synthetic pharmaceutical fortunes. A chemical naming system grounded in molecular identity enabled editors to distill the mass of journal articles and patents addressing synthetic chemicals into compound-by-compound entries in meticulously ordered reference works. Paid for largely by industry support, these publications became crucial tools for industrial research, enabling researchers to search for promising chemicals in the library as well as in the laboratory. As of the mid-twentieth century, the world’s foremost such tool was the American Chemical Society publication Chemical Abstracts, which put the entirety of chemical science and industry, including toxicology, pharmacology, and industrial hygiene, into molecule-by-molecule order.

The PFASs typified the kinds of chemicals whose development Chemical Abstracts chronicled and supported. During World War II, the Manhattan Project enlisted academic and industrial chemists to develop fluorine-containing synthetic chemicals for use in nuclear weapons production. When this research was declassified after the war’s end, the chemical firms 3M and DuPont quickly filed patents
on these fluorochemicals, whose “almost unbelievable” properties—strong acidity, stability, and oil, water, and grease resistance—promised to yield valuable consumer products and industrial processes.\textsuperscript{22} As with many chemical patents, they did not claim an individual molecular identity but, rather, general structural features associated with useful properties: “fluorocarbon acids and derivatives,” in the case of the 3M patent that encompassed PFOA. In the index of \textit{Chemical Abstracts}, this broadly defined chemical entity was split into systematic names expressing individual molecular identities, which were scattered across multiple index volumes in accordance with alphabetical order.\textsuperscript{23} Neither the lumping of the patent claim nor the splitting of the index entries was an intrinsically more accurate way to define the identity of chemical substances. Rather, each textual instrument defined chemical identity based on different aspects of the material properties of chemicals to serve different bureaucratic purposes.

As global chemistry and chemical industries grew, so did the chemical literature and the challenge of keeping reference works up to date. The bottleneck in producing chemical indexes was translating chemical names into diagrams and back, verifying that, for example, perfluorooctanoic acid, perfluorocaprylic acid, F-octanoic acid, and the eye-glazing, wrist-numbing 2, 2, 3, 3, 4, 4, 5, 5, 6, 6, 7, 7, 8, 8, 8-pentadecafluorooctanoic acid all referred to the molecular identity of PFOA.\textsuperscript{24} Mechanical methods of information management offered alternatives to molecular identity. Several inventors devised punched-card and computer-based schemes that identified chemicals according to selected structural features and that could flexibly lump or split the identities of chemicals like the fluorocarbon acids in the 3M patent.\textsuperscript{25}

However, the value of \textit{Chemical Abstracts} was tied to molecular identity via decades’ worth of back issues and indexes (dozens of volumes, tens of thousands of pages) already ordered in this manner. In the late 1950s, the directors of this publication hatched a plan to address its mounting production costs, consolidate its dominant position, and provide profitable new services via an electronic database: the Chemical Abstracts Service (CAS) Registry. Borrowing a technique developed at DuPont, the CAS Registry expressed molecular identity in the form of computer-readable tables of atoms and bonds. Each of these entries was assigned a short code called a Registry Number (\textit{figure 1}). Registry Numbers said nothing about chemical structure; they merely identified a CAS Registry entry. Plenty of index entries addressed substances whose molecular identities were indeterminate or beside the point (from “asbestos” to “Zwieback”). Unlike systematic names, these common terms did not slow down the index-making process appreciably; editors could handle such entries manually. They were left off the computer-based Registry.\textsuperscript{26}
The simplicity of Registry Numbers was the key to their enormous importance. They enabled the verification of molecular identity without interpreting cumbersome systematic names, and they established the CAS computer system as the authoritative clearinghouse for addressing molecular identity in this way. The CAS Registry would thus make chemical information more broadly accessible (especially to non-chemists). It would also entrench molecular identity as the framework for information about the myriad, ubiquitous chemical products of industrial modernity, including information about their toxicity.

**COORDINATING TOXICOLOGICAL INFORMATION**

“If we are going to live so intimately with these chemicals,” wrote Rachel Carson in *Silent Spring*, “eating and drinking them, taking them into the very marrow of our bones—we had better know something about their nature and their power.”

For US federal policymakers during the early 1960s, emerging evidence of the long-term, low-dose hazards of pesticides, fallout, cigarettes, and drugs made existing practices of labeling “adulterants” and setting threshold
values for acute exposure seem grossly insufficient.  

In principle, the US government knew plenty about the toxicity of drugs, pesticides, and other chemicals. Government-sponsored research had cultivated toxicity as a useful property for protecting human health against microbes, for waging war, and for controlling weeds and pests. 

Emerging toxic harms—in many cases, caused by the same chemicals—still came as a surprise. Policy-makers concluded that effective governance of these hazardous industrial technologies would require coordinated information technologies.

The framing of the challenge of toxic substances in terms of information coordination followed a broad pattern in the United States (and around the world) during the 1950s and 1960s, in which policymakers sought to apply information technology to the challenges of public administration. As the historians Jennifer Light and Jacob Hamblin have pointed out, federal lawmakers and administrators tended to apply the terms in which they grappled with the military and geopolitical crises of the early Cold War to the social and environmental crises of the period. Prominent among these was a “closed-world discourse” in which pervasive, world-spanning hazards could be managed through massive, integrated, computer-based information systems. The historian Xaq Frohlich has shown that this trend extended to food and nutrition. Regulations requiring “imitation” labels on packaged foods whose ingredients deviated from traditional norms gave way to mandatory quantification and labeling of nutrition information. This “informational turn” brought together the authority of science, the right to know, the protection of health, and the food industry’s desire to eliminate the consumer-deterring “imitation” label. In turn, neoliberal trends in food beginning in the 1990s were grounded in nutrition labeling and the information infrastructure that supported it. The same is true of the turn toward a politics of environmental toxicity based on right-to-know laws, publicly accessible electronic databases, and market-based regulatory mechanisms that aim to empower individuals rather than constrain businesses—what anthropologist Kim Fortun terms the “informating of environmentalism.” Administratively and technologically, both the politics of individual choice and that of collective action for environmental justice rest on systems built to support government control.

During the early 1960s, plans to address toxic hazards through information coordination sprouted up throughout the US federal government. In the Senate, Hubert Humphrey’s Subcommittee on Reorganization and International Organizations seized upon the thalidomide affair and Silent Spring to launch inquiries into interagency management of information regarding the toxicity of drugs, pesticides, and other chemical products. The President’s Science Advisory Committee launched its own investigation, as did the National
Bureau of Standards and the National Research Council. All concluded that the key to effective management of the toxic by-products of modern civilization lay in an “automated Federal network of information,” linking data gathered by government agencies and published in scientific literature into a “much more coordinated and more complete computer-based file.” Such a network was to support chemical regulation, the public’s right to know about toxic hazards, researchers’ and responders’ access to hazard information, and the anticipation of hazards through computer modeling.

The “most crucial element” of this system, the studies emphasized, was that it connect disparate information on a chemical-by-chemical basis. Since each agency’s portion of the “total body of chemical and biological information” might be relevant for the others, “a comprehensive network can service effectively workers in all fields which deal with the biological consequences of any environmental component.” The President’s Science Advisory Committee encapsulated this collection of data in the term “toxicological information,” defined as “information descriptive of the effects of chemicals on living organisms or their component subsystems.” This definition framed the content of toxicological information in capacious, flexible terms (“effects,” “organisms,” “subsystems”), but the subject of toxicological information was invariably an individual chemical. The pressing question became how these chemical-by-chemical links could be forged.

This question was also of considerable interest to CAS directors, who were beginning to look to federal patronage as a source of funds for building their Registry. To their consternation, some lawmakers proposed a centralized, government-based system, possibly managed by the US Army. However, grant makers at the National Science Foundation preferred to rely on the existing bibliographic enterprises of non-governmental scientific organizations like the American Chemical Society. The National Research Council committee, of which the CAS research director was an influential member, determined that the core of the national chemical information network should be computer-based representations of molecular identity tied to a system of registry numbers—the specifications of the CAS Registry. Committee members recognized that this approach would cause difficulties for dealing with chemical substances like asbestos, materials of toxic concern that could not be represented in terms of molecular identity. Nevertheless, noting that most users of chemical information already depended on CAS, the committee determined that the CAS Registry should play this key role in the federal network. In this way, the system that CAS developed for computer-based chemical bibliography became the least-common-denominator framework for organizing the US government’s toxicological data.
Based on these recommendations, CAS secured several million dollars in grants and contracts to develop the Registry system. Over the following decade, CAS Registry Numbers became the keystone of an information infrastructure spanning the US government and stretching around the world. CAS contributed to programs at the National Library of Medicine, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health, the National Cancer Institute, and the Atomic Energy Commission, among other agencies. The American Chemical Society-based CAS also exported the Registry system, bringing Registry Numbers to toxicological information initiatives of governmental, nongovernmental, and intergovernmental organizations around the world. A computing expert at the National Institutes of Health remarked that, by the mid-1970s, this “emerging pattern of international cooperation seems to have ensured the fact that all molecular structure files will be linked to the CAS Registry Number in the future.” Scientists should accordingly “think of data as being linked to the body of chemical information” by the Registry Number, a “universal identifier.”

Although Registry Numbers interconnected these lists via molecular identity, their contents remained chemical products: drugs, food additives, pesticides, or some other class of substances that raised toxicological concerns according to its context of use. Drug toxicity had to account for the method of administration and the effects of (putatively) inactive ingredients. Pesticide registrations addressed formulations, mixtures of chemical compounds within dispersal media such as fuel oil. Just as molecular identity brought together literature references from different fields of chemistry in Chemical Abstracts, it linked bodies of data about disparate products held by different agencies as a networked information system. Information coordination meant that data about toxicity could travel. When this data traveled into a domain of administration that aimed to address the total environment, the meaning of toxicological information—and the molecular identities that held it together—changed.

CHEMICAL HOLISM AT THE EPA

Like chemistry, the environment is (among other things) a bureaucratic domain. Fields such as ecosystems science, genetic toxicology, and environmental risk assessment came into being alongside enviro-technical disasters, tools, and politics, most often involving nuclear or chemical technologies. New laws and agencies aiming to govern the environment as a whole drew on emerging fields of environmental science and supported their development as an epistemic foundation for effective administration. This holistic administrative rationality was among the primary bases for the establishment of the
US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and TSCA. The EPA and TSCA were to eliminate gaps and redundancies that arose from separate laws and agencies addressing toxic pollutants in the air, waterways, landfills, or workplaces. They would do so by reconceiving environmental contamination in terms of chemicals rather than releases, emitters, or sites. Reorganizing monitoring, research, and regulation around individual chemicals, wherever they might be, was to provide a foundation for holistic knowledge and control of the global environment. This chemical holism provided a mechanism (though not always an effective one) for addressing substances that previously had slipped through the cracks of environmental toxicology and regulation, including PFOA. Yet efforts to capture global wholes in comprehensive lists have tended to fall into a kind of “reductive holism,” as the historian Joanna Radin has described.44 Chemical holism had its own set of cracks.

The government agencies that enforced media-based pollution control laws were included in the federal network of toxicological information. Here, in addition to linking databases of chemical products, the abstract molecules represented by CAS Registry numbers became objects of scientific inquiry in themselves. Extending methods of industrial hygiene beyond the factory, toxicologists were beginning to work with the concept of “body burden,” the overall accumulation of a chemical within a human or other organism. Ecologists were tracing global flows of chemicals as emissions from different sources merged, diverged, and traveled across media. Both relied on the work of enterprising instrument manufacturers, who created tools for the rapid characterization of chemical samples in terms of molecular identity; these instruments further encouraged chemists to represent their objects of inquiry in this way.45 In 1967, a Johnson administration task force argued that only through “research ... specifically aimed at a given chemical compound to determine toxicity” could the public come to grips with environmental health hazards. The task force accordingly recommended the systematic investigation of “the toxicity of all chemical compounds which may come into contact with individuals, either directly or through environmental links.”46

At the same time, administrative liaisons and efficiency-minded observers were beginning to see the separate agencies responsible for air pollution, water pollution, solid waste, pesticides, radioactive materials, and occupational toxins as a patchwork ridden with “imbalance, overlap, and neglect.”47 The Ash Council, a Nixon administration committee on government reorganization, seized on the pollution control bureaucracy as “federally-sponsored irrationality”—a ripe target for its program of administrative reform (especially for a White House keen to bolster its bona fides on the popular issue of environmental protection). The group proposed bringing together these
diverse programs within a single administrative unit—the EPA—with subunits responsible for monitoring, research, standard setting, enforcement, and assistance across all media. Such an organization, a product of the systems thinking that shaped both ecology and management during the postwar decades, was intended to enable administrators to “come to grips with the environment as an entity.”

The keystone of this holistic approach to environmental protection was the chemical substance. “What is needed,” wrote a key staff member, based on his experience overseeing the budget for environmental programs under the previous administration, “is a Federal agency with responsibility for determining the health effects of all such substances, setting standards for human exposure to them, registering and approving new chemicals, and monitoring the course of such substances in the environment, thus tracing the sources of human exposure.” The EPA was to consider “total body burden”—that is, how much of a given substance an individual is exposed to whether it comes from air, water, or land. This approach leveraged principles from ecology and toxicology (which, historian Linda Nash argued, “reproduce[d] the world in the image of the early twentieth-century factory”) for administrative purposes: “Standard-setting, monitoring, and control can often be done more efficiently and rationally if attention is focused on the particular substance.” In principle, data about particular substances could then be recombined to assess the real-world conditions of exposure to many different chemicals at once, via the toxicological principles of synergism, potentiation, and antagonism. By dis-embedding pollution from place, chemical holism was to provide a basis for rational environmental bureaucracy.

However, existing pollution control programs had administrators, budgets, relationships with interest groups, and congressional patrons. Bowing to expedience, the Nixon administration transferred these programs intact to the EPA. The vision of administrative rationality grounded in chemical holism was carried forward within the EPA’s research division, whose staff of chemists and information technologists built a series of agency-wide information systems organized and interconnected by CAS Registry Numbers. For the fledgling agency that was being pummeled from all sides by litigation, these information systems cast environmental encounters in terms of discrete chemicals tractable to legally defensible decisions. For example, the EPA settled a National Resources Defense Council lawsuit over the enforcement of the Clean Water Act by specifying molecular identities for 129 “priority pollutants” to be earmarked for scrutiny. Chemical holism was a philosophy for administrative reform; information coordination was a political path of least resistance. Together, they transformed molecular identity from an interface
interconnecting different sources of chemical information into an ontology defining what counted as a chemical.

TSCA embodied this philosophy. Drafted alongside initial plans for the EPA, the act was to provide legislative grounding for the agency’s chemical holism. A report explaining the rationale for the initial 1971 bill noted that chemicals of concern such as mercury, cadmium, and polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) had been released into the environment through diverse pathways: “No agency has considered itself completely responsible for all such substances in all media”; thus diffuse warning signs were ignored and lessons of toxic crises went unlearned.56 Amid the divergent perspectives of administrators, environmentalists, and industry lobbyists, one provision of the proposed law attracted general enthusiasm: a section calling for the creation of a standard classification and information system for all chemical compounds. An EPA staffer called this an “essential device” for the implementation of the bill. A Sierra Club representative thought it was the best part of the bill, affirming that “legislation which aims to control hazardous and toxic substances should include all chemical substances and should work toward developing a standard classification system of chemical compounds.” The Manufacturing Chemists’ Association also approved of this information-based plan, provided trade groups were consulted in its development.57

This information system—TSCA Chemical Substances Inventory, a list of all chemical substances in commercial use in the United States—was the centerpiece of EPA toxic substances policy under TSCA, which became law in 1976. By this time, negotiations with the Department of Commerce and Congress had diluted the other powers that TSCA conferred upon the agency. The final law did not provide resources to conduct toxicity testing, the power to require manufacturers to test their own products, or the leeway to make rules without substantial evidence of toxicity and exposure. What it did mandate was the creation of TSCA Inventory. By cataloguing “existing chemicals,” the inventory channeled agency attention toward “new chemicals”; under TSCA, this was the “foundation upon which all toxic substances control will be based.”58 As an EPA staff member involved in rolling out the law pithily put it, “Inventory gets you [the list]. Separates old from new. No new PCBs, boom.”59 As for chemicals already in use, TSCA Inventory’s chemical holism was to ensure that apparently unrelated concerns about the same existing chemicals would add up. As Paul Edwards has written about global climate models, TSCA Inventory was to enclose “the real green world . . . within the closed world.”60

This did not always make for an easy fit. For one thing, the act permitted manufacturers to claim the molecular structure of a substance as a trade secret, preventing the EPA from disclosing its molecular
identity in the publicly accessible TSCA Inventory. For another, as commenters on the bill’s initial draft pointed out, defining chemical substances in terms of molecular identity excluded some substances of grave concern, such as asbestos.61 The final act accordingly addressed not only “substance[s] of a particular molecular identity” but also “any combination of such substances occurring in whole or in part as a result of a chemical reaction or occurring in nature.”62 Once the initial TSCA Inventory was complete, this latter group—chemicals of unknown or variable composition, complex reaction products, and biological materials (UVCBs), in agency jargon—amounted to nearly 10,000 chemicals, about a sixth of the entire list.

The chemical holism of TSCA thus legally obliged the EPA to keep track of chemical substances that could not adequately be represented in terms of molecular identity. The CAS Registry, grounded in tables of atoms and bonds representing molecular identity, offered no way of doing so. But, by 1977, CAS Registry Numbers were thoroughly integrated into information systems at the EPA and many other government agencies, and relationships between CAS staff and federal bureaucrats ran equally deep. EPA staff engaged CAS to adapt the Registry system to fit the needs of TSCA Inventory. Sacrificing consistency to expedience, CAS assigned Registry Numbers to these UVCBs, adding an asterisk flagging these numbers as exceptions to the molecular order of the CAS Registry.63

From the 1970s through the 2010s, chemical regulatory regimes around the world expanded, contracted, transformed, diverged, and interlinked, at scales from the local to the global, through processes of institutional change co-constituted with major political, scientific, and environmental developments. Diverse organizations added to an ever-growing thicket of molecule-by-molecule lists and registers, nearly all of which relied on Registry Numbers as a taken-for-granted standard for defining what counted as chemicals and sharing toxicological information. The precaution-based approach of the European Union’s 2007 REACH regulations is grounded in molecule-by-molecule dossiers of toxicological data.64 The Lautenberg Chemical Safety Improvement Act, a 2016 US law that revised TSCA, kept the law’s chemical-by-chemical orientation in place.65

Molecular identity, designed as a bibliographic tool, was made the basis for the CAS Registry, then for the coordination of toxicological information, and then for chemical holism at the EPA and beyond. At each step, administrators and policy-makers recognized the shortcomings of molecular identity but bowed to the bureaucratic convenience of Registry Numbers. The information infrastructure tying toxicological information to molecular identity and Registry Numbers became steadily broader and more deeply entrenched. This is not to say that building such systems was easy. The EPA official who oversaw the implementation of TSCA remarked: “The choice of
using the Chemical Abstract Services [CAS] means of identification... led to all kinds of technical issues and nomenclature issues that took huge amounts of time and resources. ... It just has nothing to do with protecting health and safety.”66 Information systems had opportunity costs. They absorbed attention and resources that might have gone toward the other epistemic and political challenges posed by TSCA and similar laws. As it was, protecting health and safety, in fact, had everything to do with time- and resource-intensive nomenclature issues. This is molecular bureaucracy.

**MATERIAL CONSEQUENCES**

PFASs exemplify the sorts of chemicals that the EPA and TSCA were supposed to bring under control. They were synthetic, numerous, anonymous, and subject to many different uses, releases, and human exposures. By the time that TSCA was passed, PFAS chemicals had realized their miraculous promise as constituents of consumer products and industrial processes. PFASs were used in fast-food containers, microwave popcorn bags, Gore-Tex water-resistant clothing, Scotchgard fabric protector, stain-resistant carpets, firefighting foams, electronics manufacturing, film processing, and, most especially, the production of Teflon and other fluorine-containing polymers.67 Beginning in 1951, DuPont used a fluorocarbon surfactant, purchased from 3M, to produce Teflon at its Washington Works factory along the Ohio River near Parkersburg, West Virginia. Between the 1960s and the 1980s, DuPont and 3M toxicologists found evidence linking exposure to the substance with cancer, liver disease, and birth defects in lab animals; it appeared in the blood of factory workers and in local water supplies. A 1981 survey showed that two of the seven children born to Washington Works employees exposed during pregnancy suffered birth defects. DuPont established exposure limits for employees, reassigned women workers to minimize exposure, and purchased land for off-site disposal of Teflon production waste. At the urging of company lawyers, DuPont researchers explored possible substitutes but decided not to pursue their development.68

Meanwhile, PFOA—the molecular identity represented by the Registry Number 335-67-1—entered the regulatory sphere as an existing chemical, as did dozens of other PFAS chemicals included in TSCA Inventory. In principle, this made these PFASs accessible to regulatory scrutiny; in practice, it provided a bulwark against regulators’ attention. Between processing a constant stream of new chemical applications and gathering evidence on high-profile chemicals of concern, such as asbestos and formaldehyde, EPA staff had little time to go searching for toxic needles in the haystack of existing chemicals. When it came to new chemicals, the EPA was able to draw on
molecular bureaucracy to make data breed data. When new chemical applications arrived absent toxicity information, EPA staff scoured information systems organized according to molecular identity and knit together by Registry Numbers, identified existing compounds with similar molecular structures, and gathered data relevant to their toxicity, persistence, and bioaccumulation. This method, termed structure-activity relationship modeling, yielded rough-and-ready estimates of potential hazards, which the agency used to justify permitting the new chemical to come to market or requiring further testing.69 However, litigation-wary regulators did not apply this approximate method to the higher threshold of evidence regarding existing chemicals.70 And while TSCA required that manufacturers report new evidence that an existing chemical posed an unreasonable risk to health or the environment, the law did not specify what evidence was reportable or how to ensure it was reported. DuPont kept its PFAS findings to itself.

These hazards came to light via sick livestock, dead wildlife, a creek full of chemical froth, an irate farmer, a determined lawyer, and persistent journalists, activists, and community members.71 As concerns mounted about the Teflon-making chemical variously known as APFO, PFOA, Fluorad FC-143, C8, and ammonium perfluorooctanoate, molecular bureaucracy cut through the terminological confusion, focusing attention on the molecular identity of PFOA. Molecular bureaucracy also enabled these toxicological concerns to propagate across other products associated with PFOA, such as additives for stainproofing carpets. Between 2002 and 2018, PFOA was the subject of more than 4,000 peer-reviewed research articles, most addressing its toxicology and all indexed by CAS and tied together via the Registry Number 335-67-1. Instruments and databases designed to detect signatures of molecular identity located PFOA in environments and organisms around the world.72 Paired with revelations of the firms’ long-undisclosed concerns, this evidence added up to a multi-million dollar fine for DuPont and tort settlements of just under a billion dollars each for DuPont and 3M, with further cases pending.73 The EPA negotiated a voluntary plan for chemical firms to phase out PFOA by 2015. A United Nations review committee has recommended a global ban on the production and use of PFOA under the Stockholm Convention on Persistent Organic Pollutants.74 A lot can happen when so much attention is focused on one molecule.

Yet focus may entail myopia. As Michelle Murphy and historian Gregg Mitman have pointed out, against the white noise of low-level exposure to diverse molecules, insistence on associating toxicity with molecular identity has produced uncertainty about chemical causation and rendered social and political causes of chronic disease imperceptible.75 This, too, was in part a consequence of molecular bureaucracy, in which new evidence about toxicity could only be
incorporated into the “body of chemical and biological information” (a telling metaphor) if it came attached to a molecule. And while the ability to search and group molecules by structural similarity offered a crucial (if legally dubious) resource for broadening the purchase of such evidence, accommodations for trade secrets and UVCBs compromised this capacity. Consider Surflon S-111, a fluorosurfactant used to manufacture the polymer polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF), a chemical cousin of Teflon. Surflon S-111 comprised multiple molecular identities; it was registered on TSCA Inventory as “carboxylic acids, C7-13, perfluoro, ammonium salts” (Registry Number 72968-38-8*). Its name clearly announces that it is a PFAS chemical, but as a UVCB chemical without a well-defined molecular structure, it was an isolated individual within the databases of molecular bureaucracy, even though it literally encompassed PFOA (figure 2).

Environmental toxicologists have come to suspect that the molecular constituents of Surflon S-111 and the thousands of other PFASs in global commerce pose hazards similar to those of PFOA. Regulatory agencies are attempting to address them collectively. The EPA has negotiated a voluntary phaseout of “long-chain PFASs,” a subclass thought to be most persistent and toxic; the FDA has removed three such chemicals from its list of approved food-contact substances. Yet these efforts, too, are built on molecular bureaucracy. Giving a chemical class legal and administrative meaning requires the painstaking assembly of a corresponding molecule-by-molecule list—PFOA, Surflon S-111, and 219 other chemical substances, in the case of long-chain PFASs restricted from use in carpets or carpet-care products. Furthermore, chemical classes have molecular borders. As long-chain PFASs have been phased out, they have been replaced by short-chain PFASs and other chemical analogs lying just outside the molecular bounds of the restricted class, such as the PFOA substitute “GenX,” manufactured by DuPont spinoff Chemours. A group of environmental scientists has published a consensus statement urging efforts to phase out all PFAS chemicals, leading to an exchange of statements with a fluorochemical trade group over what exactly this class of chemicals should comprise. The arguments in this exchange, addressing risk, benefit, and epistemology, stand apart from molecular bureaucracy. So does the logic of industrial capitalism underlying the replacement of banned chemicals by substitutes that minimize disruptions to existing systems of production while remaining legally and politically defensible. But molecular bureaucracy established the criteria of chemical similarity and difference according to which defensible but not disruptive substitutes could almost certainly be found. The specific chemicals deployed as substitutes, together with their “intractable, potentially never-ending” environmental effects, embody molecular bureaucracy’s material consequences.
One can hardly treat the diversity of matter as an epiphenomenon of a database. That would be silly. Histories of environmental chemicals are shaped by materials, environments, power, and politics. Chemical databases and environmental regulations were and are shaped by such factors as well. But bureaucracy has a life of its own. Molecular identity, information coordination, and chemical holism form a collective framework for myriad efforts to control the political identity and environmental consequences of anthropogenic chemicals. They constitute a legal and administrative “body of chemical and biological data.” Molecular bureaucracy is an interface where law, administration, and politics meet empirical measurement and the material world. It is the game board on which the moves and countermoves of regulatory politics play out.

BEYOND MOLECULAR BUREAUCRACY?

This article has sketched the outlines of molecular bureaucracy, focusing on the US institutions in which it took shape. Understanding its scope and limits will require extending this analysis, in dialogue with scholarship on other aspects of environmental science, politics, and governance. Does global molecular bureaucracy derive primarily from these American origins or from convergent developments, and what alternatives has it foreclosed? What role has molecular bureaucracy played in the constitution of toxic sacrifice zones within politically disempowered communities, the Global South, and the sea?
What are the distinctive consequences of addressing metal pollutants according to their single-atom molecular identities (that is, the chemical elements “lead,” “mercury,” and so on)? Which aspects of molecular bureaucracy are specific to environmental chemicals, and which are echoed in air pollution, climate politics, biodiversity preservation, agricultural biotechnology, and other domains of environmental regulation?

For now, I conclude with a few remarks on what activists and engaged scholars are trying to do about molecular bureaucracy and how its history can help. The preponderance of these efforts defend, refine, and make use of molecular bureaucracy. Scholar advocates are speaking out about threats to the reformed TSCA and the information systems that support it. Adapting methods from computational genomics, scientists are seeking to interconnect molecule-by-molecule toxicity data into a holistic picture of the “exposome.” Market-oriented organizations are developing lists of chemicals of concern, like long-chain PFASs, as a basis for sustainable business practices and consumer empowerment. Scholars engaged in community-based participatory research are using molecular bureaucracy—“parasitizing the CAS Registry,” as one group puts it—to constitute open-source, community-based databases of information about toxicity. Social scientists are calling for improved interagency coordination and international data sharing—that is, for the continuation of the long-standing project of coordinating information about toxic hazards. This study suggests that such efforts are well positioned to take advantage of myriad existing information resources and deep grooves of bureaucratic habit but that there are limits to what can be achieved within the frame of molecular bureaucracy.

Others are engaged in the daunting task of working out scientific, political, and historiographic alternatives to the logic of molecular bureaucracy. To cite three promising examples: first, practitioners of “green chemistry” and “green engineering” are reconceiving the safety of individual chemicals in terms of their entire life cycles, from starting materials, to by-products, to disposal and degradation. Second, a group of historians and sociologists suggests addressing environmental chemicals as residues: by-products of irreversible processes, characterized by persistent neglect, by the capacity to slip across the boundaries of bodies and systems, by unpredictability, and by their strictly negative status of matter to be cleaned up. Residues, these authors emphasize, are joint projects of the unruliness of matter and of social practices that allocate value and attention. Third, bringing Indigenous and feminist standpoints to community-based research, anthropologists including Elizabeth Hoover and Vanessa Agard-Jones have addressed environmental chemicals as relations through which humans are collectively, inextricably, and unequally entangled with industrial
products. Murphy argues that this conception of chemically entangled bodies and ecologies, which she terms “alterlife,” calls for the strategic engagement of chemistry and toxicology, working “with and against technoscience,” while resisting its “epistemic habits,” to acknowledge chemical entanglements and their histories. STS scholars Nicholas Shapiro, Nasser Zakariya, and Jody Roberts call for getting off the “data treadmill” and engaging grassroots perspectives that raise fundamental questions about environmental toxicity forgotten in the din of adversarial encounters involving toxicological information.

The history of molecular bureaucracy can enrich such efforts with the insight that the “technoscientific epistemic habit” of equating matter with molecules is largely a bureaucratic habit. Picking through the chemical sciences for research relatively easily dislodged from bureaucratic databases and legal definitions may be a promising strategy both for working “with and against technoscience” and for describing this tactic to collaborators in natural sciences and engineering. Conversely, escaping molecular bureaucracy means not taking its objects for granted. If “human thought and culture are intimately embedded in their bodies and the material environment,” as environmental historian Timothy LeCain has written, the entities taken to constitute bodies and material environments—by natural scientists and especially by fellow-traveling humanists and social scientists—are embedded equally intimately in human thought, culture, politics, and power, concretized in information systems and administrative procedures. The history of molecular bureaucracy encourages the scholar of environmental chemicals to adopt the perspective of a “materialist who understands matter as the effect of tools, practices, and power,” as Murphy puts it. Finally, the history of molecular bureaucracy offers a road map for engaged scholars interested in making alternative chemical ontologies into normative modes of knowledge and politics. Molecular bureaucracy gets things done, is entrenched, and appeals to many constituencies (even as it frustrates them). Those who wish to install a different approach to the regulatory politics of environmental chemicals should appreciate what has made molecular bureaucracy stick and the practical limits of unsticking it. Bureaucracies have residues too.
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